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A note on the linear flow of a VISCOUS Incompressible conducting 
fluid past an Infinite flat plate with constant suction 

In the presence of a transverse magnetic field 
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Analytical solution has been obtained for the momentum l'quations of the linear flO~ 
of a viscolls incompressible electrically cOl1ducting fluid past an mfinite porous flat plale 11\ 
the presence of a transverse magnetic field when the suction velocity normal to the platJ 

is constant. It is observed that the velocity in the bounda.ry layer increases with the', 

increase of the intensity of the magnetic field. 

INTRODUC'flON 

The study of the response of laminar two-dimensional boundary layers 
to the fluctuations in the oncoming stream, initiated by Lighthill 
(1954), attracted the attention of many research workers in the past few 
years. Stuart (1955) investigated the flow of a viscous incol\lpressible 
fluid past an infinite flat plate with constant suction at the surface when 
the free-stream velocity fluctuates about a mean value. Reddy (1964) 
extended the work of Stuart to the case when the fluid is moderately 
rarefied by introducing the slip boundary conditIOns. Pandey (1968) 
.Iudied the same problem when the free.stream velocity varies exponentially 
With time. The corresponding magneto.hydrodynamic problem, when the 
fluid is electrically conducting and a transverse magnetic field is present, has 
been studied by Suryaprakaso Rao (1962, 1963). Kelly (1965) and Messiha 
(1966) have investigated the problem with an incompressible non·conduc. 
ting fluid when the suction velocity is OSCIllatory. Recently Mehta & 
Radha Krishna (1968) studied the corresponding magnetohydrodynamic 
problem ",ith a viscous incompressible electrically conducting fluid in the 
presence of a transverse magnetic field. 

In the present note an attempt has been made to study the effects of 
the magnetic field and constant suction on the flow of an incompressible 
electrically conducting fluid when the free-stream velocity varies linearly 
with time, The magnetic field of strength B' 0 is imposed normal to the 
plate. 

BASIC ERUATIONS 

We consider B two-dimensional viscous incompressible electricallY 
conductlng fluid flow along an infinite porous flat plate in the presence of 
a tranoverse magnetic field. The flow is independent of the distance 
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parallel to the plate and the suction velocity normal to the plate is directed 
towards it and is constant. The x' - aXIs is taken along the plate, y' -axis 
normal to the plate. Dashes denote dimensional quantities. Neglecting 
the m~uced magnetic field which is usually small and assuming the electric 

field E to be equal to zero, the equations of motion and continuity 
(Pai 1962) are 

~+ u'~ = -1 ~+, ~~' _ ", B,"u', 
at' ay' p' ax' a y" /1 .. (\) 

av' _ 1 ar' 
-ff - - p' -ay" (2) 

av' 
ay' = 0, ... (3) 

where a,' is th~ electrical conductivity of the flUid. 

The boundary and imtial conditions are 

t' = 0, U' = 0 for all y' J, .. ·(4) 
t' > 0: u' = a at y' = a and u'-.U'(t') aty' -+ 

where V' = a' I' is the velocity at a large distance from the wall. 

Although the equation (3) shows that v' is a function of time only, 
lVe now further restrict consideration to the case of v' equal to a negative 
conslant (- vu'), from which it follows that p' IS independent of y'. 
Now outside the boundary layer equation (1) gives 

dU' = _ 1 ~~' _ ~,' B',2U'. 
dt' p' ax' p' 

. (5) 

Substituting for the pressure term in equation (1) from (S), we get 

_~ -v' ~ = ,a'u' +.E!.. + ~ B' '(V' - u' ). (6) 
at' 'Oy' • ay" dt' p' 0 .. 

We now Introduce the non-dimensional quantities defined by 

I , Vi 'Jot u' rJ' B I i",'a l ' 

y = y ~ 0, t = -4°" U = -U' , U = -V' , M = -U' , -1 , 
1.' II 0 0 (I p 

,.here II u' is a reference velocity and J1 is the Hartmann number. 
Equation (6) takes the non-dimensional form as 

(7) 

a'·u + &u 1 au = _1. ~ _ M' (U-u), ... (8) 
o!J' ~ - '4 -af 4 dt 
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subject to the boundaty conditions 

I=O,u=Oforally } 

I > 0 : u = 0 at y = 0 and u ..... U(I) at y ..... oc • 

The dimensionless form of the free·stream velocity is 

U = ct, 

".(9) 

4a'op' . 
where c = -u' '. IS clearly a dimensionless constant, Substituting tl]e 

o VII 

above value of U in (8), we get 

_~~+ au _ !... i!!'. = --40 _ M'(ot-u). ay' ay 4 ot 
Multiplying equation (10) by e-" and then integrating the resulting equa· 
tion with respect to t between the limits 0 to oc, we get 

o'u + ~ _ ( M' +~,) u ~ - c [.1.... + !'] (11) ay' ay 4 48 8" " 

where il is the Laplace transform of u defined by 

Il = )"e-'" u dl, 
D 

The boundary conditilDns (9) reduce to 

il = 0 at y = 0 and il ..... -".. at Y -He, 
8' 

The solution of equation (11) under the conditions (12) is 

Ii = ; [1 - e -~,+ .,'11·±,4M'y J 
Now applying Laplace inversion thelDrem, we get 

[ 1+Jl+4M'] u = ct 1 - e- --2""'-y 

The non·dimensional skin.frictfon TO is given by 

(12) 

... (13) 

" (14) 

'0= (a~) = 1 + vT+ -iN', ct + c .. (15) 
iJy lmO 2 4 v'1 + 4MB 
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Figure 1 has been obtained' by plotting the velocity distribution • aga/!lat 
y far e = 4, I == 1 and M == 0, f, 1. From the figure it is clear tliat initiallT' 
"increases with the Increase of y upto about !I == 3'.5. but beyond' 
y = 3.5, "is constant. This means that the velocity profiles beyond 
y = 3.5 are straight lines normal to the plate. Thill grsph also indicates 
that the velocity in the boundary layer increases with the Increase of 
the intensity of the magnetic field. 

1 

Fisure I 

t 1 .. 

3 2S 4.25 1'.-
Pigun: 2 

Figure 2 has been obtained by plotting T, against I for 0 == 1 
and M == 0, i, 1. The expression (IS) and the figure 2 show that the 
skin.friction TO varies linesrly with time. From this figure it is also evident 
that the skin·friction TO increases with the increase of the intensity of the 
magnetic field. 

For M =: 0, the results transform to the results obtained by the author 
11969) for the twoodimensional viscous incompressible non.condueting 
luid flow past an infinite lIat plate with constant suction at tIie SQrfllCe 

when the free-sl!'e8m Vl:lQCity '!'aries linearly wid! time, 
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